Spinal mobility in ankylosing spondylitis: reliability, validity and responsiveness
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Objective. To evaluate the measurement properties of an evidence-based selection of measures of spinal mobility in patients with ankylosing spondylitis (AS).

Methods. Measurements of spinal mobility were taken by trained observers within a UK rheumatology centre. Inter-observer reliability was assessed. Intra-observer reliability was assessed in patients reporting no change in AS-specific health at 2 weeks. Validity was assessed and scores were correlated with responses to health transition questions. Responsiveness was evaluated for patients reporting change in health at 6 months.

Results. Reliability estimates support the use of all measures in individual evaluation (intraclass correlation >0.90). Correlations between measures of spinal mobility were in the hypothesized direction; the largest was between the modified Schober index (15 cm) (MSI) and the other measures. As hypothesized, small to moderate levels of correlation were found between mobility measures and patient-assessed health status. There was no significant linear relationship between mobility measures and self-reported health transition. Fingertip-to-floor distance following trunk forward flexion (FFD) was the most responsive mobility measure but was not as responsive as two AS-specific patient-assessed instruments, the Ankylosing Spondylitis Quality of Life Questionnaire (ASQoL) and the Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index (BASDAI). The MSI and cervical rotation (Crot) also had evidence of responsiveness. Low levels of responsiveness were found for the remaining measures.

Conclusion. All mobility measures had adequate levels of reliability and validity. The MSI had a strong relationship with all mobility measures, and the FFD and Crot were the most responsive to self-perceived changes in health at 6 months. The MSI, FFD and Crot are recommended for clinical practice and research.
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Limited spinal mobility is a cardinal sign of ankylosing spondylitis (AS), featuring strongly in the AS diagnostic criteria (Modified New York Criteria) [1]. Providing insight into the natural history of disease, the assessment of spinal mobility assists in the identification of patient sub-groups and informs clinical outcome in AS [2–4]. Consequently, the Assessment in AS international group (ASAS) has recommended spinal mobility as a core domain in the evaluation of patients in both clinical practice and trials [5, 6], confirming its use in routine practice [7–9]. However, its inclusion in Ankylosing Spondylitis diagnostic criteria [7, 8] may have influenced measurement selection while neglecting evidence of necessary measurement properties. Whereas measures included in diagnostic criteria are not required to be responsive to change in clinical status over time, this is an essential feature of measures used in the evaluation of health-care [10].

Following a structured literature review that synthesized published evidence up to 2000 for measurement reliability, validity and responsiveness of spinal mobility measures in AS assessment, 41 measures met the review inclusion criteria [11]. Although most measures had similar levels of reliability, several had consistently higher levels, supporting application in individual assessment, including tape measure [12, 13] or inclinometer [12–17] assessment of cervical rotation and the measurement of occiput [12, 13, 15, 16, 18] or tragus-to-wall distance [13, 14, 18, 19] (OWD and TWD respectively). Good evidence of validity was found for the same assessments [12, 13, 15, 16, 20–26] and for cervical lateral flexion [12, 13], chest expansion (4th intercostal space) [13, 15, 26–30], the Modified Schober Index (MSI) [15 cm] [3, 13, 21–23, 25, 27, 29–34] and lateral lumber flexion assessment [13, 21, 22, 25, 27, 32, 35]. There was limited evidence of responsiveness for all measures. The most extensive evidence was found for the MSI, which indicated that it was not responsive to short-term change following either drug [for example, 36, 37] or physical therapy [for example, 21, 38]. However, fingertip-to-floor distance (trunk forward flexion; FFD) had good evidence of responsiveness following physical therapy [for example, 16, 26, 39, 40].

Eleven measures were initially selected for further evaluation of feasibility and reliability in a pre-pilot study [11, 41]. Six approaches were excluded due to poor clinical feasibility: cervical rotation (inclinometer) [39, 42], FFD (vertically mounted ruler) [19], lateral lumbar flexion (LLF) (skin distraction [35] and vertically mounted ruler [43]). OWD (tape measure) [44] and TWD (T-square) [19]. Five alternative measures of spinal mobility were considered suitable for further evaluation: cervical rotation (Crot) (tape measure) [12], FFD (trunk forward flexion) [43], LLF [14, 43], MSI [27, 31] and TWD [14, 19] (Table 1). Informed by the pre-pilot evaluation, the mounted ruler (FFD and LLF) [43] and T-square [TWD] [19] were replaced with a retractable steel ruler.
TABLE 1. Measures of spinal mobility and patient-assessed health status

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cervical rotation (Crot)</td>
<td>Distance between tip of nose and ACJ in neutral and maximal ipsilateral rotation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fingertip-to-floor distance (FFD)</td>
<td>Distance between tip of right middle finger and the floor following maximal lumbar flexion, whilst maintaining knee extension; smaller distance indicates greater movement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lumbar lateral flexion (LLF)</td>
<td>Distance between tip of ipsilateral middle finger and floor following maximal LLF, maintaining heel contact with floor and without trunk rotation; smaller distance indicates greater movement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modified Schober index (MSI) [15 cm]</td>
<td>Distance between two marks placed 15 cm apart in standing (10 cm proximal and 5 cm distal to the PSIS) following maximal forward flexion of the spine.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tragus-to-wall distance (TWD)</td>
<td>Horizontal distance between right tragus and wall, standing with heels and buttocks against the wall (to prevent pivoting), knees extended and chin drawn in.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Patient-assessed health instruments

- **Ankylosing Spondylitis Quality of Life (ASQoL) Questionnaire [58]** 18-item, AS-specific HRQL. Response ‘Yes’ or ‘No’. Score 0–18; 0 is better HRQL
- **Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index (BASDAI) [59]** 6-item, AS-specific disease activity. Response on a 6 × 10 cm horizontal VAS.
- **Revised Leeds Disability Index (RLDQ) [21]** 16-item, AS-specific functional disability. Four-point ordinal response scale. Perceived activity completion. Response ‘Yes, with no difficulty’ (0) to ‘Unable to do’ (3). Score 0–48; 0 is better functional ability

ACJ, acromioclavicular joint; HRQL, health-related quality of life; PSIS, posterior superior iliac spine; VAS, visual analogue scale.

All mobility measures were practised once before the movement was recorded.

Similarity between ROM selection for present study and the Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Metrology Index (BASMI) [14]: BASMI Crot was assessed with an inclinometer (patient supine); BASMI FFD and LLF use a mounted ruler [43]; BASMI TWD uses a T-square [19].

which combined both the portability and adaptability of a tape measure with the rigidity of a mounted ruler. The landmarks for cervical rotation were also modified, identifying the tip of the nose as a more fixed facial landmark than the chin (Table 1). High levels of reliability were found for these selected measures [intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) > 0.85] [11, 41].

The aim of this study was to examine the measurement properties of this evidence-based selection of spinal mobility measures in AS patients recruited from a UK rheumatology centre. The results of the study will inform recommendation of which measures of spinal mobility to include in routine practice and clinical research.

Methods

Data collection

Following published clinic-based studies [26], a sample of 150 patients was considered appropriate for the evaluation of measures of spinal range of movement (ROM). A random sample of 269 patients with a confirmed clinical diagnosis of AS (Modified New York Criteria) [1], registered with a specialist centre of rheumatology in England and aged between 18 and 75 yr, were invited to participate. Pregnancy was an exclusion criterion. The study was approved by the North Staffordshire Local Research Ethics Committee. Written consent was obtained from all patients. For the duration of the study patients received their usual care.

Assessment of spinal mobility

Participants were assessed in a clinic-based setting by a trained observer (KH, KJ or JW). Spinal mobility was assessed following patient self-completion of a questionnaire, which included patient-assessed health instruments (Table 1), health transition items and socio-demographic questions [45, 46]. Each movement was practised once before the range of movement was recorded. All baseline and repeat appointments were arranged for the same time of day, thereby limiting the impact of diurnal change in spinal stiffness on measurement [47].

Reliability

Participants regularly attending the rheumatology centre for physiotherapy and participation in a self-help group were invited to participate in the study at baseline and 2 weeks for the reliability assessment. Participants were advised to maintain their usual activities. For the assessment of inter-observer reliability, two observers (KH, KJ) recorded the baseline measures for all participants, following a randomized order of assessment. For the assessment of intra-observer reliability, one observer (KH) repeated the measurements at 2 weeks. This is an appropriate period for reliability assessment in patients with a stable condition [48]. Intra-observer reliability was assessed for those patients indicating that their AS-specific health had remained the same at 2 weeks on a patient-reported health transition question [49, 50].

The ICC 2, 1 [51] was used to measure the agreement for both inter- and intra-observer assessment [48, 52]. Reliability levels over 0.70 are required for the comparison of groups [10, 48], and levels above 0.90 have been recommended for individual evaluation [10, 52, 53]. The 95% limits of agreement test–retest reliability estimate gives a score range that is expected to describe the range of agreement between repeat administrations of a measurement, and acknowledges that few repeat observations will be identical due to random error [54, 55].
Validity

Validity was assessed by correlating the ROM measures with the patient-assessed health instruments. Hypothesized associations between all measures and instruments were considered *a priori* (Table 2). A large correlation between the MSI and LLF and progressive AS-specific radiographic change in the lumbar spine and between TWD and change in the cervical spine has been reported [3, 22], indicating structural and irreversible change in AS.

It was hypothesized that the MSI would have a moderate to strong correlation with LLF and TWD (0.5–0.8). Changes in cervical rotation and FFD may have a reversible component [56] and a moderate correlation between cervical rotation and FFD and TWD was hypothesized (0.5–0.7). In addition, cervical rotation and FFD would have small levels of correlation with the other ROM measures (<0.3).

Limited mobility leads to reduced levels of functioning and psychological well-being [47, 57]. The Ankylosing Spondylitis Quality of Life Questionnaire (ASQoL) [58], the Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index (BASDAI) [59] and Revised Leeds Disability Questionnaire (RLDQ) [21] are AS-specific, patient-assessed health instruments that respectively purport to assess quality of life, disease activity and functional disability. Measures of spinal mobility reflecting irreversible damage are associated with disease progression, with change occurring over time [60, 61]. Patients may compensate for movement limitation with a consequent change in expectation, and a small relationship between the MSI and TWD and patient-assessed health was expected (Table 2). It was hypothesized that ROM measures which reflect reversible change would have small levels of correlation with patient-assessed health. More specifically, limited mobility affects quality of life, as assessed by items in the ASQoL, and a small to moderate relationship with the ROM measures was hypothesized. Pain can affect mobility and a small to moderate correlation between the ROM measures and the BASDAI was hypothesized. Functional activities measured by the RLDQ are adversely affected by limited mobility and a moderate association with the ROM measures was hypothesized. Several activities are closely related to cervical mobility, and the larger association was hypothesized with Crot and TWD. The smallest association was expected for the correlation between the RLDQ and LLF.

Changes in spinal mobility and patient response to the AS-specific health transition question at 6 months was assessed for a linear trend [62]. To the extent that ROM measures are valid measures of health capable of measuring change, a statistically significant moderate level of association with the patient reported health transition item was expected [62].

Responsiveness

Patients were re-assessed at 6 months. Measures of spinal mobility were assessed for responsiveness to change by calculating the modified standardized response mean (MSRM) which is equal to the mean change in scores divided by the standard deviation of change scores in patients defined as stable [10]. MSRMs were calculated for patients reporting an improvement or deterioration in health on generic or AS-specific health transition. MSRMs are presented for three patient-assessed health instruments for purposes of comparison.

Results

Data collection

Of the 269 patients who were invited to take part in the study, 159 (59.9%) participated in the baseline assessment; 51 of these patients were members of a local self-help group participating in the reliability study and 45 of these patients (88.2%) returned at 2 weeks. The remaining 108 patients did not participate in the reliability study and were only asked to return at 6 months; 88 patients (81.5%) participated in the 6-month evaluation.

The majority of patients were male (n = 133; 83.6%) with a mean age of 49.0 yr (s.d. 12.1; range 20–74 yr). The mean symptom duration of participants was 20.9 yr (s.d. 11.9; range 1–58 yr). This suggests a broad spectrum of disease presentation.

The descriptive statistics for the ROM measures are shown in Table 3. Although a value of 0 cm describes maximal limitation of both Crot and lumbar flexion when measured by the MSI, the same value represents maximal possible movement when assessed by FFD; that is, the patient touches the floor. The distance following maximal lateral lumbar flexion was recorded for LLF.

Values for cervical rotation approximated the normal distribution. There was a wide range of values for FFD (0–60.0 cm); although many patients were capable of touching the floor (n = 35, 22.2%), 11.4% (n = 16) achieved scores greater than 40 cm. There was a slight skew towards more limited movement for LLF. There was a wide range of values (0–9.00 cm) and a bimodal distribution for the MSI; a cluster of patients had very limited lumbar flexion (0–2.9 cm) [10.7% (n = 17) with score 0–1.0 cm], with a second cluster having greater movement (3.0–9.0 cm) [3.3% (n = 7) with score 8.0–9.0 cm] (Table 3). There was a large range of values for TWD (9.1–44.5 cm), with results highly skewed towards scores which suggest increased spinal deformity; 7.6% of the population recorded values in excess of 30.0 cm.

Reliability

The ICCs are shown in Table 4. High levels of inter- and intraobserver reliability were found, with levels greater than 0.90 for most measurements. The starting position for the measurement of cervical rotation did not produce a level of inter-observer reliability necessary for measurement in individuals or groups of patients. The 95% limits of agreement are shown in Table 4.

Table 2. Hypothesized associations between spinal mobility measures and patient-assessed health instruments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Range of movement</th>
<th>ASQoL</th>
<th>BASDAI</th>
<th>RLDQ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Crot</td>
<td>+/+/+</td>
<td>+/-</td>
<td>+/++</td>
<td>+/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFD</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+/+</td>
<td>+/++</td>
<td>+/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LLF</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+/+++</td>
<td>+/+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSI (15 cm)</td>
<td>+/+++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+/+++</td>
<td>+/++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TWD</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+/+++</td>
<td>+/+++</td>
<td>+/++</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Scale of association: +++, large (>0.70); ++, moderate (0.50); +, small (<0.30).

* A description of each measurement can be found in Table 1.
As hypothesized, the correlations between the ROM measures were of a small to moderate size (Table 5). The MSI produced the largest correlations, which, with the exception of the fairly large correlation with TWD, was as hypothesized. The relationship between FFD and LLF was larger than hypothesized. Small levels of correlation were found between LLF and both cervical rotation and TWD, as hypothesized.

As hypothesized, the level of correlation between scores for ROM measures and patient-assessed health were small to moderate (Table 5). Crot had the largest level of correlation with the scores for the three instruments (range $0.45$ to $0.66$). The ROM measures consistently had the largest level of correlation with scores for the RLDQ, followed by those for the ASQoL and BASDAI. The change scores for the five ROM measures do not reflect the categories of the health transition question (Table 6).

### Responsiveness

The results of responsiveness testing are shown in Table 6. The most consistent results for the mobility measures were found for the FFD, which produced small to moderate levels of responsiveness for groups of patients whose AS-specific health had improved or deteriorated (Table 6). The Crot (left) was the most responsive measure for the group whose health improved but only small levels of responsiveness were found for the group whose health...
deteriorated, or for those whose right Crot improved. The LLF produced small to moderate levels of responsiveness for the group that deteriorated but was unresponsive to improvements in health. The MSI and TWD produced small to moderate levels of responsiveness for those who improved, but were unresponsive to deterioration in health.

More consistent results were found for two AS-specific patient-assessed health instruments, the ASQoL and BASDAI, which produced high levels of responsiveness for the group whose health improved, and moderate levels for those whose health deteriorated (Table 6). The RLDQ was unresponsive.

**Discussion**

The assessment of spinal mobility is a common component of AS evaluation [7, 8, 11]. There is a wide range of measures of spinal mobility, and poor standardization and limited evidence of measurement properties can make it difficult to select measurements within routine practice or clinical research. Measurement selection following clear evidence of measurement properties, patient acceptability and clinician feasibility will enhance evaluation [10, 63, 64]. This study represents a comparative evaluation of an evidence-based selection of measures of spinal mobility in a representative population of AS out-patients.

Most patients in this study had established and well-controlled AS. Although representing a wide range of disease presentations similar to that reported in other hospital-based studies [59, 65, 66], patients were predominantly male. Survey response rates compare favourably with other studies [58, 67]. However, respondents were significantly older than non-responders. Similar differences between responders and non-responders have been reported elsewhere [68].

Both FFD and LLF were measured as a reflection of the distance between the tip of the middle finger and the floor following the described movement, and are therefore informative at the individual level only. The wide range of values recorded for the MSI in the study population ranged from extreme limitation to levels comparable with the normal population [69].

With the exception of the starting position for cervical rotation, all measures had estimates of intra- and inter-observer reliability, as assessed by correlation, that support their use in individual evaluation [53]. However, wide value ranges, when judged by 95% limits of agreement, were reported. For example, although a mean improvement in FFD of more than 3 cm has been described as clinically significant [70], this study suggests that a change of ±6 cm can be expected in patients who report no change in health over a 2-week period. Although the current study sample is small, similar results have been reported elsewhere following the completion of patient-assessed health instruments by AS patients [71]. The 95% limits of agreement describe a statistical range of values, not an accepted definition of agreement [55]. Interpretation of the range of values supports the evaluation of the smallest detectable difference or minimal clinically important difference in score [71], but lacks consensus and is influenced by the clinical circumstances of the evaluation [55, 71].

The moderate correlation between the MSI and the other ROM measures suggests that the MSI may be sensitive to aspects of mobility assessed by Crot, FFD, LLF and TWD. The relatively strong correlation between the MSI and TWD suggests that they measure related aspects of spinal mobility in patients with AS. The moderate correlation between the MSI and other measures supports the inclusion of this measure rather than TWD.

The ROM measures had small to moderate levels of correlation with the patient-assessed health instruments meeting *a priori* hypotheses. These results suggest that ROM measures assess different aspects of disease impact and should be included for purposes of evaluation. The moderate to large levels of correlation between the RLDQ and Crot, MSI and TWD were not predicted, and are indicative of the strong emphasis on spinal mobility, particularly cervical mobility, addressed by items within the RLDQ.

All ROM measures had a weak association with AS-specific health transition, which suggests that changes in spinal mobility have little impact on self-reported change in the disease. It follows that most ROM measures were not responsive to patient-reported change in health status over 6 months. The FFD showed moderate levels of responsiveness for self-perceived improvement or deterioration in health. Although the associated mean change may be of clinical significance [70], this value is smaller than the range of values calculated for the 95% limits of agreement in patients reporting no change in health at 2 weeks. Similarly, the MSI showed moderate levels of responsiveness to improvements in health. However, the associated mean change in movement was negligible, and is unlikely to be of clinical significance [43]. Although the Crot showed responsiveness to improvements in health, only small levels were recorded for deterioration in health. Inconsistencies between the results for right and left rotation reduce confidence in the results. This may be a reflection of the poor levels of reliability recorded for the measurement starting
position, supporting the need to modify the measurement method. Furthermore, the sample sizes for the evaluation of responsiveness were small and therefore caution should be exercised in the interpretation of results. Future studies should consider the appropriateness of health transition questions as external criteria in the assessment of measures of spinal mobility. More appropriate criteria might include radiographic change or change in alternative clinical criteria. Although bony change in AS may not be detected radiographically over periods of less than 2 yr [4, 61], the strong relationship between AS-specific radiographic change and the MSI, LLLF, and TWD [22] supports the ability of these measures to reflect both structural change and the irreversible nature of AS. Large changes in these measures over the short term can influence decision making, acting as a trigger for further investigations and management. The low levels of responsiveness observed in the present study may reflect measurement insensitivity or, more likely, the slow rate of change in spinal mobility in patients with stable AS receiving usual care.

Measures with a lower correlation with radiographic change may be more reflective of reversible change in AS [56]. Crot and FFD are responsive to change in ROM over 6 months and capture the short-term effects of management. For example, following a 3-week in-patient rehabilitation programme for AS patients, FFD (method not specified) was found to be the most responsive mobility measure [26]. However, the evaluation of ROM measurement responsiveness following anti-TNF therapies is required. Following a meta-analysis of studies reporting the effectiveness of non-steroidal therapies in patients with AS, spinal mobility was omitted from the proposed response criteria due to poor levels of responsiveness [72]. This study was completed before the introduction of biological therapies. However, an update of the structured review found limited evidence to suggest minimal change in chest expansion, Schober 10 cm index, OWD and the Bath AS Metrology Index scores (BASMI) [14] [73–75].

A 'compact set' of eight measures of spinal mobility has recently been recommended [13], and the developers of an earlier composite index of AS axial status (BASMI) [14] included five mobility measures as the minimum number. Although similarity exists between measures included in the current study and those in the BASMI (Table 1), the BASMI uses a wide range of equipment, and requires the patient to lie supine for the assessment of cervical rotation [14]. The range of instrumentation was reduced for the present study to enhance the feasibility and cost of multiple ROM assessments, whilst retaining high levels of reliability [11, 41]. The present study suggests that the choice of ROM measures could be further reduced to the measurement of Crot and/or FFD, as a short-term reflection of reversible change in spinal mobility, and the MSI (15 cm) as a long-term reflection of irreversible change in spinal mobility [3, 22]. All measurements can be completed in less than 5 min and the only instrumentation required is a tape measure. Routine use of these approaches in clinical practice would suggest that they already have good levels of clinical acceptability [7, 8, 65].

To reflect the multidimensional nature of disease impact, there is a need to include both patient- and ROM measures in the evaluation of patients with AS [5, 6]. This study has illustrated the limited relationship between selected measures of spinal mobility and patient-assessed health measures and the patient perceptions of disease impact. Additionally, the ASQoL and BASDAI demonstrated greater levels of responsiveness than all mobility measures.

Following the consensus opinion of gathered experts, ASAS recommended the assessment of chest expansion (method not specified), lumbar flexion (Schober 10 cm index) and occupitowall distance [6] for the assessment of AS spinal mobility. Structured reviews of evidence are a prerequisite for the evidence-based selection of instruments for clinical trials or routine practice [64]. However, ASAS recommended outcome measures which have not been fully evaluated, but acknowledged that recommendations may change in the light of new evidence for measurement properties [6]. From our findings there is a need to evaluate by direct comparison the properties of the MSI and Schober (10 cm) index, the TWD and OWD, and multiple methods for measuring cervical rotation and chest expansion in AS.

In conclusion, this study provides evidence for the measurement properties of five measures of spinal mobility in a UK population of patients with AS. The inclusion of the measures was supported by a structured review of the literature. We would recommend the use of MSI (15 cm), Crot and FFD as reflecting spinal mobility in AS. The measures are inexpensive and simple to administer in clinical practice and have evidence for reliability and validity.

### Key messages

- Numerous mobility measures and the limited evidence for their measurement properties have contributed to the lack of standardization in clinical practice and research.
- Evidence of reliability and validity supports the selection of three mobility measures for routine AS assessment: MSI (15 cm) Crot and FFD (following lumbar forward flexion).
- Concurrent evaluation of mobility measures in different settings with representative samples of patients and long-term follow-up is required.
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